
THANK YOU
for your purchase!

We hear Amazon may be delivering products by flying drones soon, so we have sent our best carrier 
pigeon along for the delivery to make sure it gets to you promptly. 

In this document are the instructions to assemble your hanging seat and some safety information. 
Please make sure you read it all the way through, as we want to make sure everything goes as 
smoothly as possible.

Make sure to save these directions someplace that are easily accessible, just in case you need to 
reference them again or want to punish your kids by making them read this (although we try hard to 
not make generic, boring directions). 

We have a couple things to cover before we get into the directions:

1. If you need to contact us about anything at all, you can email us here: support@harkla.co

2. Once you receive your seat and have had time to test it out, we’d love for you to leave us a review 
on Amazon. It really helps us out along with potential customers looking to buy a seat. 



How to Setup your Hanging Seat
Failure to properly follow installation instructions could lead to an unstable setup.

1. Put together the Seat and Cushion

A Get out the hanging seat, the cushion, and the pump.

B Lay the cushion flat inside the zipper pouch of the seat. Make sure the air nozzle is easy to access.

C Connect the pump hose to the blue nozzle on the pump. Insert the nose of the pump hose into the 
air nozzle on the cushion. Press down on the pump to inflate the cushion. 

D Find the right balance of pumped up and comfortable, allowing the zipper around the seat to close. 
Push in the air nozzle on the cushion and zip up the seat.



2. Connect the Ceiling Hook to the Ceiling

A Find a joist in your ceiling. If you have a stud finder, then you can use that to locate the joist.

If you don’t have a stud finder, here are some tips on finding a joist:

Here is what the joists in your ceiling look like:

 

In most modern houses, the joists are either 16 or 24 inches apart from each other. So from the edge of where 
your wall meets your ceiling, measure out 16 inches and use your knuckle to knock on the ceiling. You are 
trying to determine a hollow sound versus a solid sound. 

If the knocking sounds solid, you’ve found a joist. If it sounds hollow, try to measure out 24 inches from the 
edge of your ceiling and see if a joist is there. If it isn’t, you may need to try the other direction of your ceiling, 
since joists only run in one direction. 

Once you have located your first joist, and you know if they are 16 or 24 inches apart, you’ll have an easy time 
locating one in the area where you’d like to hang the seat.

B To install the ceiling hook, you’ll need to drill holes into the joist to put in the bolts. We provide four 
5/16” lag bolts. Use the ceiling hook to measure where to drill the holes. Mark the holes with a pencil. 
Note: Some joists may not be wide enough to fit all four bolts. If that is the case, align at least two of 
the bolts along the joist, these two bolts will suffice to support the seat.
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C Drill into the joist where your pencil markings are. A 1/4” drill bit is recommended. Do this for each 
hole.
 
D Clean out the hole using a brush, vacuum or blowing into it. It is very important that the drilled hole 
is without debris for the bolt to hold properly. Make sure to cover your eyes or wear eye protection so 
you don’t get dust into them. Do this for each hole.

E Align the ceiling hook up accordingly to the drilled holes. Push the bolt through the ceiling hook into 
the drilled hole.

F Use a ratchet or socket wrench to tighten the bolt. The bolt should be flush with the hook and 
ceiling. (See figure below for steps C-F)

G Repeat steps C - F for the other bolts.



3. Connect the Swing to the Ceiling Hook

A To connect the swing to the ceiling hook, we’ve provided you with a carabiner and a cam strap to 
allow you to adjust the height as you need. First, loop the end of the cam strap through the carabiner 
and the swing.

 

B Now, slide the end of the cam strap through the back side of the cam buckle. You will need to push 
the cam lever to open up the teeth (knurling) of the cam buckle to slide it through easily. 

C Now hook the carabiner to the ceiling hook. You will now have the swing hung up properly. You can 
how use the cam buckle to adjust the height to the exact length you need.

We recommend only having the swing a couple inches above the ground. Just high enough for 
it to swing freely, but close to the ground so your child has the easiest time possible getting in 
and out.



Safety Information

We want to keep our customers safe!
But Harkla cannot completely guarantee the safety and proper installation of your product. Harkla is 

not responsible for any injury or damage as a result of our product. 

The recommended safety limits for your product are:

Age: 3+
Weight: Maximum 150 lbs. 


